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The Buncanl:e County Sheriff's 
D2parbnent and the County 
Jail, coth located within the 
County Courthouse in Asheville, 
N.C., are plag~d with serious 
problans of overcrONding and 
fire safety. The Asheville 
Police Deparbnent facilities, 
on the City-County Plaza, also 
need major renovation.In re-
SfX)nse to these needs, studies 
directed tONards the relocation 
of all three facilities into a 
centralized location have been 
undertaken. 
This project is intended to 
begin with a study of the law 
enforcement and detention fa-
cilities in the BunCXJnte County 
area as related to the overall 
Criminal Justice Systan. A 
planning program will then te 
developed responsive to the 
current and projected needs of 
the systan. Alternate locations 
for the new facility will te 
explored and an architectural 
proposal will te developed for 
the selected site. 
Masterplanning for related 
county needs will also be ad-
dressed in a less CXJTiphrehen-
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CITY OF ASHEVILLE 
6 
HisrGRY: A brief history of 
Asheville and Buncanbe County 
will help to show how the area 
has evolved into what it is 
today in expectation that it 
will further explain the Cen-
tral Business District and how 
that relates to the proposed 
Law Enforcement Center. 
Early Years: 
' Tiny settlements grew in this 
area within the Blue Ridge 
Mountains and in 1792 the 
County of Buncanbe was created. 
The original county was so 
large that its nicknarre the 
"State of Buncanbe" was well 
fitting. Eventually eleven 
rounties were to emerge fran 
the original county. In the 
late 18th century a small 
village had developed as a 
trading center for white set-
tlers and the Cherokee Indians 
in the rrountains of Western 
North Carolina. This village 
was known as Morristown.The 
first county courthouse was 
built near the intersection of 
Patton Avenu:: and Pack Square 
in 1793. The town was renamed 
Asheville in 1797 in honor of 
Gov. Saml.El Ashe. Its location 
on a plateau at the conflu-
ence of the French Broad and 
Swannanoa Rivers aided greatly 
in its growth. The area became 
a mountain resort for low land 
plantation owners during the 
hot sUlTlller rronths. 
Late 19th Century 
With the caning of the railroad 
fran the east and the south, 
Asheville was to experience 
great econanic grc:,..,th in the 
1880's. Industries began to 
spring up taking advantage of 
the rivers' power potential and 
the rail connections. The popu-
lation rose fran 2,616 in 1880 
to 1,0,235 in 1890. By this time 
the ·tavn had becare famous for 
its sanitariums and luxurious 
hotels. It had its own news-
paper, library, hospital, city-
wide water systen, streetcars, 
etc. By 1895 the Bilbnore House 
for the Vanderbuilt family was 
rorrpleted. The town became a 
convention center as well. 
Twentieth Century: 
Asheville experienced a steady 
increase of population and con-
struction because of its tour-
isn and health related special-
ties. The area had a uniqLE ap-
peal to both Northerners and 
Southerners. The early core of 
the downta,.m developed along 
the north and south extensions 
of Main Street, Patton Avenu::, 
along Haywood Street, and be-
tween the square and Pritchard 
Park. The CBD was cx:mpact in 
nature and not very exciting in 
d1aracte r. 
Residential neighborhcxx:1s sur-
rounded the business district 
with interestingly designed 
multistoried houses with wide 
frontages and large lots. 
Pockets of black residential 
areas became associated with 
the rrore exclusive residential 
areas and resorts, providing 
servants and janitorial labor. 
These black neighborhoods were 
typically substandard when 
built without adequate sanitary 
and water facilities or access. 
The slums were constructed at 
the lowest possible cost to 
keep blacks in one area- close 
to their place of employrrent. 
While Asheville appeared to be 
thriving with all of the resort 
activity, the blight within the 
inner city would continu:: to 
spread thru poor planning, neg-
lect, and segregation. Soon 
enough this would characterize 
the entire urtan rore. 
1917- West Asheville Annexed: 
In 1917 West Asheville was an-
nexed greatly adding to the 
size and population of the mu-
nicipality. By this time the 
autanobile was a canrron mode of 
transportation and t he face of 
the city wa s changing. 7 
Bcx:ming 'I\venties: 
Asheville's population grew 
fran 28,504 in 1920 to 50,193 
in 1930. Investors fran Florida 
created the primary foundation 
for this boan in activity with 
their interest in real estate. 
During this decade Asheville 
experienced its greatest 
building surge. Most of the 
najor landmarks in the downtCMn 
'area were conpleted in this 
time- the appearance of the 
core area was greatly changed. 
Structures built at this time 
include the City/ County 
Buildings, the Battery Park 
Hotel, the Pack Library, the 
S&W cafeteria, the Jackson 
Building, and the Grove Arcade. 
At this time many problems with 
traffic, land use controls, 
transportation planning, and 
the general develo[lllent of the 
city were raised. Most issues 
were not solved or carried out 
despite a cornphrensive city 
plan which had reen proposed by 
John Nolen in 1924. The effects 
of ignoring such warnings would 
catch up with the city later. 
The Depression: 
The Depression hit very hard in 
Asheville with five of the 
City IS @nkS going @nkrupt. 
The City and County gove rrunents 
as well a~ .many of the business 
sense of gloan and pessimism 
that was to hang over Asheville 
for the next 45 years.The 
weight of the Depression in 
Asheville was to re carried for 
that long. The last bonds of 
the depression era were not 
retired until 1976. The Depres-
sion convinced nany Ashevil-
lians that nothing productive 
was possible for their tCMn 
despite the boan in the other 
Sun relt areas. 
Thi~ties,Forties and Fifties: 
Conditions in Asheville during 
the thirties and early forties 
were focused on survival. The 
population declined as did the 
physical condition of the down-
town area. 
Even with the national improve-
rrent in the quality of life 
with the close of WWII, Ashe-
ville and Buncomte County still 
lagged rehind. Construction was 
minimal and very few improve-
rrents were rtBde to existing 
streets and utilities. 
In 1948 an attempt was made to 
stop further land abuse by 
adopting a zoning ordinance. 
The ordinance adopted however 
pranoted the existing haphazard 
residential, canrrercial, and 
industrial growth rather than 
CX>ntrolling it. Asheville was 
showing the abuse it had taken 
during the previous years. 
Fe.ver tourists were coming to 
Asheville which now had skys 
filled with air pollution and 
trashed river valleys. The 
wealthy patron of the past had 
given way to a more transient, 
modest type of traveller who 
preferred motels and stayed 
only long enough to cattch a 
few sights refore zipping off 
to the next scenic spot. 
New Plans: 
With the increased flow of 
Federal and State funds, Ashe-
ville was to regin the long 
rood to recovery. Urban renewal 
and public housing were intro-
duced reflecting the gra,..,ing 
awareness of the disadvantaged 
minorities and url:an blight. 
In the 1960's tourism regan to 
take a tack seat to encouraging 
industry to roc>ve to the area. 
Although the tourism industry 
was not dead the allure of 
cheap labor and good trans-
portation held many pranises 
for this area. Optimism re-
turned. Major transportation 
improvements were made in the 
sixties including the cross 
town expressway, several inter-
state highways, the new Munici-
pal Airport etc. These irnprove-
rrents strengthened Asheville's 
econcmic competitiveness. In-
dustrialization has accelerated 
greatly with over 70 major in-
dustrial firms locati.ng in the 
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As societies becane Il'Ore 
carplex, rules for the protect-
ion of their m2Illbers are estab-
lished. raws are the formalized 
rules dictating man's relation-
ships with others and with the 
state. The two l::odies of law 
are "Civil" and "Crimi na 1. 11 The 
civil realm deals with the re-
lationships between private 
parties. This includes agree-
ments, contracts, and disputes. 
Individual parties carry out 
any legal actions. 
Criminal law is ooncerned with 
the relationships of people and 
soc:iety. The government carries 
out the legal actions. Anything 
oonsidered a threat to the 
order and safety of society 
falls under this area. Crimes 
are canitted when those laws, 
which are oonsidered punishable 
by either the state or federal 
goverrunents, are violated by 
rrembers of society. 
The three main oodies of crim-
inal law are those that deal 
with violations against person, 
property, and public welfare. 
These crimes range in serious-
ness fran being a minor in-
fraction or violation (such as 
a traffic citation), to being a 
misdemeanor or felony offense. 
Misdemeanors are minor offenses 
which"may not even require a 
jury trial. The punisrurent may 
include a fine and/or jail. A 
felony is a major crime sum as 
murrer, arson, or rape for 
which one can receive a prison 
sentenCE or even death. 
The criminal justice system's 
purpose is to enforce criminal 
laws and to reduce the possi-
bility of situations which may 
lead to crime. The four divi-
sions of the Criminal Justice 
System and their purposes are 
as follc:Ms: 
1. raw Enforcement- Prevent 
crime and disorder; · preserve 
corrmunity security; and protect 
life, property, and personal 
liberty. 
2. Prosecution- Prepare and 
present cases against the ac-
cused. 
3. Courts- Try suspects by 
establishing the "truth", de-
cide if the suspect is innocent 
bacckgroundl 
or guilty, and sentence those 
who are found guilty. 
4. Corrections- Punish and re-
habilitate those who have bro-
ken the law. 
Sane Factors Which Affect 
Crime: 
1. Censity and size of the. 
canmunity population. 
2. Carposition of population 
with reference to age, sex, and 
race. 
3. Eoonomic status of the 
population. 
4. Stability of the 
population. 
5. Educational, recreational, 
· and religious characteristics. 
6. Relationship and attitudes 
of law enforcement and 
canmunity. 
7. Administration and 
investigative efficiency of law 
enf or02JT\ent. 
8. Effective strength of law 
enforcement. 
9. Standards of appointment to 
law enforcement. 
10. Cocperation of overlapping 
law enforcement jurisdictions. 
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ffiUNJY AND CITY SYSI'EMS: 
OOMPONENI'S: 
The law enf or02111e nt system in 
Bu11cante County and the City of 
Asheville consists primarily of 
the Buncoml:e County Sheriff's 
Department and the Asheville 
Police Department. Several lo-
cal municipalities, as well as 
state and fede ral age ncies, 
utilize the jail facilities 
provided Of the Sheriff's De-
partment. By law, the Sheriff 
is ultimately the chief law en-
f orceme nt officer of the e ntire 
o::>unty. The Police Department's 
r esponsibilitie s are confined 
to the city limits. 
14 
sheriff's dept. 
The Buncanl::e County Sheriff's 
, Deparbnent has 127 full time 
sworn deputies. It is under-
staffed for a county of this 
size and population. With- out 
the extensive aid of volun~ 
teers, the agency would not be 
able to provide the high 
quality of services that it 
offers to the cornnunity. 
Studies of existing programs 
and facilities must bear the 
understaffing issue in mind if 
a workable solution is to be 
developed to rreet the needs of 
the camnunity and the depart-
rrent. 
The Sheriff's Deparbnent is 
currently located in the 
County Courthouse. The classi-
cal courthouse was designed by 
Milburn and Heister of Washing-
ton D.C. in 1927. The seventeen 
story steel frarre structure has 
a brick and limestone skin. As 
one of the lar~st courthouses 
in N:>rth Carolina, it l:oasts a 
highly decorative lobby and 
court roan with class ica l plas-
terwork and ma.rble balus trades. 
The Sheriff's Deparbnent pri-
marily occupies the ground 
level of the building. Several 
deparbnents are located in the 
tasernent level as well. Accan-
moda tions are generally cranped 
and overtaxed for their current 
uses, future expansion is not 
an option in the existing fa-
cility. 
The original Courthouse design 
included a jail which is still 
housed in the tcp five stories 
of the building. The in-house 
arrangement of having prisoners 
easily accessible to the (X)Urt-
roans and to officials has 
worked very well. The current 
standards for detention facili-
ties, ha,.,ever, require that 
extensive renovation and life 
safety rreasures be taken for 
., its (X)ntinood use. The major 
issue is the lack of proper 
exits if a fire should occur. 
pol ice dept. 
'Ihe Asheville Police Deparbnent 
has been located within the 
Municipal Building since it was 
designed and built by Ronald 
Greenee in 1925. The two story 
dark brick faced building, on 
the City/ County Plaza, also 
houses the headquarters for the 
Asheville Fire Deparbnent. In 
addition to these two original 
activities, it housed an elab-
1::orate city market and other 
municipal functions. The city 
government functions now take 
place in the Art Deco styled 
City Building, which was de-
signed by Douglas Ellington in 
1926. The Municipal Building 
was designed for a police force 
of less than 50 people; at the 
present the deparbnent has 
swelled to appproximately 200 
persons. 
While the existing building 
adequately houses the current 
Police functions, gra,.,th pro-
jections for the deparbnent in-
dicate that future needs cannot 
be rret in the current location. 
Considerable work must be done 
to raise the canfort level and 
energy efficiency of the build-
ing. Construction of a new 
facility would increase the 
efficiencies of layout and 
energy, and im- prove the 
levels of personnel canfort and 
the aesthetics of the working 
environment. 15 
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EXISTING ACTIVITIES AND SPACE 
ANALYSIS- SHERIFF'S DEPAR'IMENI' 
A.CMINIS.I'RATIVE SERVICES: 
The administrative personnel 
C(X)rdinate activities within 
tile sheriff's department.These 
activities include the tasks of 
org3.nizing and managing the 
agency through fis0:tl activi-
ties and (X)ordinating public 
and carununity relations. Fis0:tl 
activities inclu::le making bud-
get estimates for sponsoring 
governmental todies, processing 
budget payroll, ac(X)unting, and 
purchasing matters. 
The administration (X)nsists of 
the Sheriff, his Chief D:!puty, 
and several adninistrative sec-
r etaries. Their ground Eloor 
qLB.rters are difficult for the 
uninformed visitor to locate. 
Spaces are, as typically found . 
in the Sheriff's D:!parbnent, 
TIGHT! The waiting and recep-
tion area is well located in 
the visitor scenario, as is ac-
cess to the Sheriff's office. A 
conference area adjacent to the 
Sheriff's office is used daily 
but is unde rsized. Of fices are 
often used for the storage of 
evidence and recove red property 
as sufficient space is not 
available. 
16 
Orivc In Arct:1 
Along with the coordinating 
responsibilities, the adninis-
tration is also involved with 
personnel/ training, and plan-
ning/ research. Personnel and 
training activities include the 
aa:iuiring, preparing, motiva-
ting, and controlling of man-
power. Ongoing responsibilities 
include the selection of future 
officers through establishing 
qt.Blifications, recruiting, 
screening, examining; and pro-
viding in-service training for 
recruits, deputies, special-
ists, and volunteers. Planning 
activities prepare for reorgin-
ization, general crime control 
strategies, nodernization•of 
pr00=dures and emergency Cf)era-
tions. The Operations/ Plan-
ning/ Training area is staffed 
by three personnel in a remote 
tasernent location. The space 
allocated to these activities 
is far too snall and removed. 
More storage must be provided. 
Adjacent to the Operations area 
are two inadeqt.Btely sized 
storage areas. OrE is used for 
the storage of evidence and 
records while the other con-
tains gear, uniforms, weapons, 
arrmunition, and other supplies 
for deputies. 17 
Drive. In Arca 
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS: 
This bureau's major activities 
are concerned with crimes in-
volving criminal hanicid3, 
rape, robbery, aggravated as-
sault, burglary, auto theft, 
assault and l::attery, for~ry, 
embezzlement, stolen property 
offenses, weapons violations, 
and offenses against the family 
and children. They pursue the 
continued investigation of such 
er iires as these, · the recovery 
of stolen property, and the 
arrest of suspected or identi-
fied criminals. These officers 
aid in case preparations for 
the prosecution and may spend a 
great deal of tirne in court. 
They conduct the processing of 
cri.Jre scenes. Special investi-
gators are allocated to•narco-
tics, juvenile, and sextB.l of-
fenses. Existing space is very 
limited and cranped. Privacy 
for interviewing suspects at 
work stations is non-existant 
in the current space. Access to 
interview roans is good but 
rrore of these should be provi-
d2d. Interview roans include a 
table, several chairs, and a 
two way mirror retween flanking 
areas for identification pur-
poses and observation in mixed 
sex interviews. Facilities for 
line-ups are not currently 
provided. 18 
Orivc In Ar~ 
Other activities within the 
Criminal Investigations Bureau 
include the polygraph, crDninal 
analyst, records registration, 
a tactical team, technical in-
vestigations, crirre prevention 
activities, and the crbte stop-
per program. 
The polygraph is a t est done to 
suspects which rreasures changes 
in nonnal tody rhythms/p:3. tte rns 
----7 
t:)(1e-,tin9 Ba~ed rlc:or pk,.,.., 
~ etJn(.()Olbe C.o . .t;.\.ieYiff~ ~»f-
during an interviB'l to.deter-
mine whether a suspect is tel-
ling the truth. This activity 
currently occurs in the l:a.se-
ment of the Courthouse in a 
closetlike sp:3.ce. Once again 
the two-way mirror is provided 
for observation in male/ female 
interviews so that charges of 
sexual harrassnent may not re 
brought up at a future date. 
The crime analyst and 
registration clerk are respon-
sible for maintaining records 
of events within the depart-
1rent, the state, and the coun-
try. Records must re easily 
acCEssible to all areas of the 
department and to the public. 
Weapons registration is handled 
in this area. The current fa-
ci 1 i ty is well located but t(X) 
snall for future use. Canputers 
are heavily utilized. Technical 
investigations processes crime 
sCEnes for fingerprints, photo-
graphs, etc. The department has 
two mobile crime lalx>ratories 
for specialized scene work any-
where in the county. 
The Crirre prevention activities 
include setting up new cournun-
ity watdl programs, operating 
the drug van, doing crirre pre-
vention shCJ.Ns, providing tours 
of the Sheriff's D=partment and 
the Jail, running programs such 
as school bus safety, business 
crirce prevention, bicycle safe-
ty, and critninal justice train-
ing. This division also pro-
vides offset printing facili-
ties for the D=partment's pub-
lic relations work. The current 
facility is well sized for ac-
tivities but removed £ran the 
CEnter of activity recause of 
its casement location. Space 
for the storage of corrrnunity 
program equipnent and vehicles 
is adjacent. 19 
Drive. In Arc::a 
PATROL: 
Patrol activities are perhaps 
the most visible to the 
cxnununity. Activities include 
conducting preliminary investi-
gations of ma.jor or minor crirre 
~El 
sreres upon discovery or by re-
qoost, surveillance of police 
hazards, providing miscella-
neous services to the public, 
and controlling crONds. Minor 
laws, such as those involving 
vagrancy, l:egging, loite ring, 
and drunkenness, are enforced. 
Officers attend to ener~ncies 
and minor injuries. They issue 
warnings and citations, make 
arrests, and provide the con-
tinual observation of the can-
munity to de tennine the need 
for intervention or assistanre 
from law enforO:!ffient agencies. 
Patrols of 5 or 6 people work 
10 hour shifts with four hour 
overlaps.Indications shew that 
15-20 deputies per shift are 
rEeded to cover the Buncanbe 
County area. Cenerally deputies 
have their cruiser at horre and 
go directly to their teat when 
they go on duty. Ceputies bring 
suspects to the holding and 
tooking area of the jail when 
they arrest saneone. Reports 
must l:e filled out on all 
incidents. 
Currently the shared office 
spare in the basement for the 
shift leaders is tight and re-
mote. Patrol information ses-
sions for assignnents and in-
formation take place here every 
two weeks. t:b space for report 
writing is provided in the lay-
out. Space needs to l:e provided 
for rreetings of 40 people. 
The patrol area is adjacent to 
a small weight/exercise roan 
with a toilet and shower. This 
area is available for use by 
any deputy who wishes. The 
locker space and sha.ver/rest-
room facilities are inac:Equate 
for the entire deparbnent. 
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~UNI CATIONS: 
The conmunications bureau acts 
as the nerve center of the 
Sheriff's Lepartinent. It oper-
ates a 24 hour dispatch service 
to answer radio traffic and 
telephone calls for assistance 
within the county. Canmunica -
tions maintains the technical 
equipnent and machinery for the 
rapid transmission of informa-
tion throughout the agency and 
with other local, state, and 
federal agencies. Infonnation 
on all calls is entered into 
local and state canputers. They 
keep records of all vehicles 
which are stolen, recovered, 
and/or stored. They receive, 
record, and maintain all crim-
inal warrants for the depart-
ment. 
Existing spaces are extremely 
crarrped for the numl:er of per-
sonnel working in the area as 
well as for the size of the 
equiprent. A new ccmnunications 
system is being called for in 
recent plans .i.rrplanented by the 
county goverrrnent. The present 
location is suitably accessible 
to the civil process area and a 
close link with patrol opera-
tion is desired. 
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CIVIL PRCX:ESS: 
The Civil Process Bureau re-
ceives and serves supeonas, and 
supervises the civil processes 
which include surrmons, notice~, 
orders, and citations. They 
execute evictions, attachrrents, 
claims, deliveries, and tax 
warrants. Civil process servers 
serve all papers within Ashe-
ville and the incorporated 
areas of Bunccmte County. The 
public pay their fines to these 
deputies at the Civil Process 
cnunter. Seven of the staff ad-
minister and se~ the cnurts 
within the 28th Judicial Dis-
trict of tbrth carolina. A 
minimum of ore deputy is re-
sponsible to eadl of the 4 Dis-
trict Courts and two for the 
Superior Court. Each serves the 
supeonas for their particular 
cnurt. One process server works 
for the IV-D Agency which 
provides aid for dependent 
children. 
The present layout works 'Well 
but as the department gro.vs the 
space tecorres rrore inadeqmte. 
The public counter is tight for 
the two deputies working; space 
for an additional workstation 
is needed. Civil process depu-
ties have desks in the existing 
investigations area for tele-
phone work. The existing bureau 
chief's office is snall. 
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JAIL AND DErENrION BUREAU: 
This bureau is responsible for · 
operating, adninistrating, and 
supervising the Buncanl:e County 
Jail. The bureau's responsi-
bilities incluce providing se-
curity for the top 5 floors of 
the Courthouse, controlling the 
processing, custody, and re-
lease of prisoners confined to 
the jail, assisting court offi-
cers with transportation of de-
fendants awaiting court appear-
ances, supervising anergency 
rredical situations. They over-
see prisoner visitation, oper-
ate the canteen available to 
prisoners for the purchase of 
health and comfort items, and 
supervise volunteer programs 
such as the adult oosic educa-
tion classes.The Jail houses 
pretrial defendants, misdemean-
ants and post trial prisoners 
serving up to 180 day senten-
ces, post trial prisoners pend-
ing transfer to state or fed-
eral institutions, and those in 
transit. Approximately 70% of 
the prisoners are of pretrial 
status with the remaining 30% 
convicted. 20% of the prisoners 
volunteer as trusties with 
ki tcnen, laundry, maintainance 
work. The volunteer manpower is 
vital in the operation of the 
jail as it is typically under-
staffed cecause of insufficient 
funding. The average guard/pri-
soner ratio is 1:50 for IY¥=n and 
1: 15 for wouen. 
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Booking/Holding Operations: 
Booking/Holding is responsible 
for the in and out processing 
of all priso~rs. This includes 
insuring proper ccrnrni anent pro-
cedures, fingerprinting, photo-
graphing, strip seard1ing, jail 
unifonn issue, personal proper-
ty accounting and storage, and 
initial prisoner rredical evalu-
ation/classification. Prisoners 
transported to oourt for trial 
are rroved to the rooking area 
to dress in personal clothing. 
Up::m return they go through the 
rooking area to get their jail 
unifonn ac_µin. All persons en-
tering the jail are screened 
and activities in the rooking 
area rronitored with the aid of 
electronic audio/visual equip-
rcent. Back-up surveillance is 
provided by conmunications. 
Booking and Holding operations 
are staffed by four 2 person 
shifts at the present time 
' • I provision for grCJNth in staff 
would increase the efficiency 
of the activities. 
The existing rooking area is 
well planned for its present 
location but visibility to the 
drive in area is limited to 
electronic devices. Currently 
only one holding area exists. 
This does not allCJN for the 
segregation of different pri-
soner types. Two or three hold-
ing areas would greatly in-
crease safety levels. Drunks, 
for example should l::e kept away 
from suspects of crimes. 
The existing photo and finger-
printing area is tight; space 
is needed for an additional 
fingerprintin~ machine. The 
breathalyzer area currently 
contains three stations, one 
rrore station is needed. Work 
stations involve three people: 
the breathalayzer operator, the 
rooking/arrest officer from any 
agency, and the defendent. 
There is no specially desigra-
ted spa.ce for line-ups or in-
terviews in the booking and 
holding area. The office of the 
chief jailer is often used for 
interviews for lack of other 
space on this level. The size 
of the office is much too sna.11 














The jail has its ONn coITTTercial 
kitchen/laundry facility on the 
12th floor. Three neals per day 
are prepared and served to pri-
soners in their cells with the 
aid of trusties.tSecurity and 
staffing issues must be consi-
dered if an alternative to this 
fonn of dining is approached. 
The kitchen is ~11 sized for 
the present population. A small 
food storage area is adjacent 
to the staff dining area. Major 
food storage is presently loCB-
ted in the tasement near the 
service entrance. Records are 
also stored here for lack of 
space elsewhere. 
The laundry facility is well 
sized for its 2 washers and 
driers. The location all<:Ms 
trusties to do the work with 
minimal supervision. N'.) storage 
space for clothing, redding, 
and sheets is available at this 
level. The laundry location is 
rs:note fran the ground floor 
distribution point. 
M2dical Services: 
Under the supervision of the 
jail physician, registered 
nurse, and shift rredic rredi.cal 
supervision is provided for 
prisoners 7 days a week. All 
prisoners are rredically screen-
ed and receive physical examin-
ations. Referrals are maci3 as 
necessary. A corrplete rredical 
history of each prisoner must 
l:e retained forever. M::!diCB-
tions are give n under the guid-
anCB of the rrediCBlly trained 
personnel. Existing facilities 
are crairped and lack a screened 
off examination area. In addi-
tion, neither a secure storage 
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Prisoners are classified and 
separated acrording to: sex; 
age ( juvenile or adult); of-
fense; legal status i.e. 
unsentenced, sentenc:Ed, state 
witness, or "'t.eek ender"; his-
tory of violent or disruptive 
rehavior; evidenre of hanosex-
uality or vulnerability to at-
tack; evidence of physical or 
rrental handicap; and evidence 
of suicidal tendency.Currently 
138 inma.tes can be housed in 
the Buncombe County Jail with 
worren on the 11th floor, 
trusties on the 12th, week-
enders on tl1e 13th, and other 
ITB.les on the on the 14th and 
15th floors. 
General population cells are 
currently substandard in size 
in canparison to the present 
nquiranents of 70 s. f. Each 
prisoner has 35 s.f. including 
a bed and toilet/sink but no 
desk. A plumbing chase allo,.,s 
maintainance work without the 
security risks of contact for 
repair rren and prisoners. The 
jailer's rorridor typically 
surrounds blocks of 8 to 13 
C'ells along the perimeter be-
side the exterior walls. Win-
dows are large but in poor ron-
dition as far as insulation is 
conrerned. 26 
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Only a few cells are segregated 
from the general population-
this is inadeqmte. Six to 
eight cells should te separated 
by sight and sound fran the 
general population for cases 
which require separation for 
juveniles, and special security 
problems. These are not isola-
tion tanks. 
A major issue of a:mcern in the 
present facility is the lack of 
two rreans of egress in case of 
a fire or other emergency. The 
problems associated with the 
one existing stair tc,,.,ier include 
the fact that its pressurized 
state would re broken for the 
levels relow as soon as it was 
opened f ran the jail levels 
aoove. The area to 'which pri-
soners would have to re evac-
uated to would have to re the 
fenced in sallyport off of the 
rooking area which is far too 
open for security purposes. The 
other alternative is to go to 
the roof level which is diffi-
cult to get to. Asphyxiation 
would cause death in this case 
as there is no.vhere to go fran 
here without sare kind of 
"Superhero" rescue attelll)t. A 
solution to this problen as 
well as that for the rest of 
the Courthouse building (X)uld 
re looked at in this fusign 
project so that the spaces va-
cated by the Sheriff's D:part-
ment will re able to have new 
use. 
Recreation: 
The dayroan areas consist of a 
4 to 5 foot "dayroan" connect-
ing the eight to thirteen cells 
in a cell block. It is actually 
little more than a corridor al-
lc:Ming very little activity 
other than card playing, situps 
and pushups, and t.v. watching. 
A shower is accessible at the 
end of the dayroan. Any new 
activity plans must create a 
minimt.nn of supervision/security 
conflicts. 
Visiting: 
Approximately 175 visitors caTE 
to the present facility on sun-
d:iys within a two hour visita-
tion tine. Information cards 
are filled out in the lob~ of 
the (X)urthouse. Purses and 
other personal relongings are 
held while eadl person is es-
corted in groups of 2 or 3 to 
the proper floor after a secur-
ity check. The prisoners and 
visitors talk through enclosed 
ooxes with no physical (X)ntact 
possible. 'Ille (X)nditions are 
very poor. Three conversations 
go on simultaneously and vis-
ibility through the glazing is 
not clear. 27 
Conmuni ty Resource Programs: 
1. Jail Ministry- This is a 
special project, in existence 
since January of 1977, of the 
Asheville Buncanbe Ccrnmunity 
Christian Ministry. Volunteers 
and d1aplains engage in a vari-
ety of programs incltrling tu-
toring, counselling, and be-
friending prisoners. They oper-
ate a paperl::ack library and as-
sist in Adult F.ducation 
classes. 
2. Adult High School Classes-
This is done in conjunction 
with Asheville Buncanbe Techni-
cal College and the AOCCM for 
prisoners who wish to prepare 
for GED's or revie,., and go on 
to further studies. Classes are 
held twice a week in the jail-
ers corridor on the 13th floor. 
Academic projects are carried 
out in individual cells. A 
variety of subjects are taught 
to offer technical skills, re-
source assistance, and self 
awarerEss/improvement. 
3. ~ntal Health Services-
Offered with the BllE Ridge 
~ntal Health Center for rrental 
disorders, retardation, alco-
holism, and drug abuse or ad-
diction. 
4. Social Services-
Offers vocational, educational, 
and psychological counselling, 
crisis intervention, and family 
assistance. 
5. Legal Services 
Includes the visitation of 
attorneys in interview sgaces 
that currently are unpleasant 
and often insecure. Jailers 
should be able to see but not 
hear all intervie,.,s to protect 
those involved. A law library 
which is required by law to be 
available to prisor~rs is cur-
rently located on a la.ver floor 
of the Courthouse. Its present 
location is inconve nient and 
limits its use because the man-
power needed to supervise the 
ranote location just isn't 
available. Its location in orE 
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EXISTING ACTIVI'rIES AND 
FACILITIES- ASHEVILLE POLICE 
DEPAR'IMENT 
AIMINISI'RATION: 
This cnnponent provides the 
direction, coordination, man-
agErnent, and administrative 
support for the Police I:epart-
rrent. Areas involved in the 
Adninistrative field incllrle 
evaluation, policy planning, 
fisral management, future 
studies, inspection.al services, 
and internal affairs. Existing 
facilities are generous but 
rrore storage is needed. The 
overall condition of the build-
ing is increasingly uncomfort-
able for its workers. 
SUPPORT BUREAU: 
The Support Bureau provides 
non-law enforcene nt services 
for the city. These incllrle 
parking enforceinent, aniIDql 
control, crb-re prevention, and 
carununity relations. The 
bureau provides support 
activities such as records, 
canmunications, property con-
trol, training, information, 
etc. Existing facilities are 
adequa.te for the present needs. 
Proper access for the public 
related activities is provided. 
CRIMINAL I NVES'rICJ\.TIONS: 
The Criminal Investigations 
Bureau is orgrnized into 4 
divisions: Ge~ral Assigrment, 
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f\'1.'.:un floor - A,h::villt: Police Dept-· 
Vice/N:rrcotics. Within their 
respective areas,investigators 
(X)nduct follc:,..v q:> investiga-
tions of those initiated by 
Patrol. In sare cases investi-
gations are initiated. 
The General Assignne nt area is 
cramped and does not allC1N pri-
vacy when conducting inter-
views. Other sp:ices function 
adequately for the time reing. 
PA'IROL: 
As the most visible unit of the 
Police Department,the unifonn-
ed officers initiate investi-
gations by follC1Ning up calls 
and checking out suspicious 
situations. Other activities 
include accident reporting, 
traffic law enforcement and 
creating a sense of security in 
the carunW1ity with their 
presence. 
The current Equad roll call 
roan is cramped and W1profes-
sioral now. It lacks the needed 
space for 20 desk type seats 
for report writing. Offices for 
the patrol expedi tor, Equad 
sergeants seem sufficient with 
the exception of inadequate 
storage space. Presently these 
activities are well located for 
access to patrol vehicles. The 
facilities lack space for in-
terrogation and viewing. 
Locker Rcxms are provided on 
the second floor for both men 
and warren. They are adequate in 
size for the tirre reing but 
allONances should re rmde for 
the projected grONth of the 
force. Toilet and shower areas 
need to grC1N as locker space 
does. Access to a weight and 
exercise roan would make sense. 
A weight machine is currently 
located in the training area of 
the building. 
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EXISrING SHARED AcrIVITIES: 
CITY/(l)UITT'Y BllRFAU OF 
IDENI'IFICATION: 
This independent agency is 
cnntrolled by the Sheriff, the 
Olief of Police, the City Mana-
ger, and the County Orainnan. 
The bureau is responsible for 
processing identification 
devices such as photographs and 
fingerprints so that they might 
te available to l::oth agencies 
and the public. 
RE(l)RDS: 
This bureau involves the 
administration, org:1nization, 
and managenent of departmental 
processes, maintainance of a 
master name· index, record files 
for canplaints, arrests, 
investigation, property, 
identification, location and 
types of cri.rrE, and foll0,v up 
reports. 
Currently the C'CITIIIOn 
Identification and Records 
functions are located on the 
third floor of the Courthouse, 
remote fran 1::oth the APD and 
the Sheriff's Deparbrent. 
CXMPUrER: 
A law enforcement cnrrputer 
system , shared by l::oth ' 
agencies is located in the 
Asheville City Building. Access 
is difficult and oorrplicated. 
CRIME S'IDPPERS: 
Cri.rrE Stoppers is a program co-
sponsored by the Sheriff's i:::e-
partment and the Police I:epart-
ment. It allCMs citizens to re-
port information anonymously on 
unsolved criires. Weekly spots 
are made for the radio and t. v. 
The space allocated currently 
within the Sheriff's Department 
is inad2quate for its two work-
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Greenville County I.aw 
Enforcement Center 
Greenville, South Carolir.a. 
J.E. Sirrine Co. 
' This.case study represents an 
exarrple of a joint facility for 
the Sheriff's Department and 
Police Department; it also 
includes the county detention 
facility which is run by a 
seperate agency. The horizontal 
solution minimizes the numb2r 
of personnel required to man 
the facility. The facility has 
a s·uccessful consolidation of 
ccmrron functions including an 
identification division, the 
records division, criire 
lal::oratory, and the training 
division. These activities as 
well as the intermixed location 
of the two law enforcement 
agencies has greatly increased 
the interagency conmunications. 
The entry seq1..ence for the 
public is well organized with 
the visitor approaching fran 
the north parking area, through 
a landsa'lped plaza which will 
also serve a planned courts 
cxrnplex. Upon entering the 
lobl:::¥ an information/control 
desk is well defined and 
located. 
Access to the detention facil-
ity is gocil and has considered 
security as a major issue. ~he 
atmosphere is not overp<:Mer1ng 
rnr institutional. The entry 
point for staff, service, and 
detainees is fran the south 
providing more security. ~he 
intake sallyport for detainees 
occurs in a well protected . 
court at the rear.The control 
desk for the detention area has 
visual contact with this area 
and many of the areas necessary 
for the safe cperation of the 
center. 
Public access to the law enfor-
cement area fran the informa-
tion/control desk is confusing 
in approach and the location of 
specific activities is diffi-
cult. 33 
Sr:okane Public Safety Building 
sr:okane, Washington 
Walker and M::Gough 
This case study canbines the 
full range of crimina.l justice 
activities on a restricted 
url::an site which links to an 
existing courthouse building. 
The major issues considered in 
the design were the ina.dequa.te 
correctional facilitie~, 
undennanned law enforcement 
agencies, and the 
inefficiencies of having to 
transport prisoners to and fran 
ranote court facilities. A 
bridge between the old and the 
new buildings is used to 
transport those awaiting court 
appearances. Bold imagery 
presents itself to the 
community in the new 
structure's attempt to preserve 
its own identity while 
remaining snaller in scale than 
its old neighoor. 'I'he new 
building is canpatible in color 
and texture with the existing 
building and further unified 
'!Jith l a ndsraping. Activities 
included in the program are the 
folla.ving: sheriff's office, 
r:olice qua.rters, courts, 
prosecuting attorney's office, 
and separate jails for rren, 
wanen, and j~veniles. The 
facility provides sr_:ace for 
educational and rehabilitative 
programs which had not existed 
before in the area. Sane 
functions such as record 
keeping and data processing 
have been consolidated towards 
a more efficient operation of 
the canplex while many of the 
der_:artments remained widely 
separated.The theme of 
consolidation wasn't carried 
throughout. Identification of 
the public entry is confusing 
for the uninformed visitor. A 
strong entry should be 
developed to clearly define the 
area. The prisoner intake 
occurs bela.v grade with rooking 
facilities located on the 
second floor. This separation 
creates safety problans. The 
cxmtrol rcxxn can observe the 
sallyport only through closed 
circuit television. This 
control area does not supervise 
public or visiting areas 
either. This creates major 
difficulties in tirres of staff 
shortages. 
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Ramsey County Adult Detention 
Center 
St. Paul, Minresota. 
Chosen for its vertical 
solution of the issues involved 
in a detention facility, this 
building has a uniqte approach 
to it's challenging site. The 
renter is located at the corner 
of two busy streets in St. 
Paul's central business 
district. Fran the street level 
the center presents itself as 
only a roof top plaza. The 
areas belo11 however face 
directly out over the 
~tississippi River. The 
W:1terfront is significantly 
add2d to by the building's 
strong interpretation of the 
site's natural bluff formation 
into vertical folded elanents. 
'I'he facility is linked to the 
re.arby courthouse through an 
underground tunnel. Public 
activities are housed on the 
upper levels of the canplex 
while prisoners are housed on 
the lo.ver levels. Intake 
activities occur fran the 
waterfront level. Prisoner 
housing is characterized with 
clusters of roans on the river 
side of the building with 




Police M3morial Building 
Jacksonville, Florida 
William Morgan 
1he major conrept of this 
design is to integrate a law 
enforcanent agency with a 
public park: through this two 
part use of the site the archi-
tect hoped to establish a new 
and hurrane image. The rronunen-
tal b.lilding seems to have sym-
lx>lic valll2 l:::eyond the day to 
day purpose of its existenre. 
UPPER LEVEL 
It has been suggested that the 
building becomes an image of 
civic responsibility. Police 
functions are located on two 
levels organized around two in-
terior C'Ourtyards. One of these 
renters around public related 
activities while the other is 
focused on internal functions 
incltrling the sheriff's depart-
ment, police department, and 
detention center. These two 
C'Ourts are connected with a two 
story gallery. This gallery 
space is instn.nnental in 
achieving a sense of place and 
orientation for the users of 
the facility. 
-=-----
The snaller public court is 
located near the main entry 
with activities such as public 
services, records, and facili-
ties for public transactions 
such as paying for parking 
tickets adjacent. Parking and 
mechanical spaces are located 
telo.v grade and will provide 
space for furure expansion. The 
exterior is a corrplicated 
series of volurres which create 
a stepped landscaped plaza on 
the roof. The exterior walls 
are poured in place C'Oncrete 
with a fluted bush harrunered 
finish and smooth concrete 






Pedestrian activities which 
occur primarily during the 
Pritchard Park acts as the 
transp::irtation CEnter for the 
city busses. The setting is a 
pleasant urran park. F.asy ac-
CEss is p::>ssible to the inter-
city bus station located with-) 
in two blocks. 
Major north-south vehicular 
traffic is handled bf Broadway/ 
Bil bnore Avent.Es and South 
Charlotte Street. College 
Street and Patton AvenLE carry 
most of the east-west rrov611ent. 
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The shape that the City of 
Asheville has taken reflects 
its generators. Several 
historical tall structures add 
variety to the typical url::an 
fabric consisting of 2-4 story 
buildings. The street layout 
resp:mds to the history and 
hilly nature of the area. 
0 400 
I I I 
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1. Primarily p~blic land in-
cluding the city and county 
government buildings and par-
king. Potential for expansion 
to the south and east. 
2. I.J::M rise retail, wholesale, 
and service connercial. 
3. Central focus for the down-
tawn with several public spaces 
as well as comrercial, office, 
canmunity, financial, and re-
tail activities. 
4. Area marked with several 
large institutional buildings 
and their parking. Potential 
for retail and institutional 
expansion. 
5. Sector with a mix of insti-
tutional, corrrrercial, transpor-
tation, auto services, and 
light industrial. large amounts 
of surface parking. 
6. Con02ntration of churches 
with pleasant green spaces. 
7. Retail, service, and enter-
tainment for the black o:rnmu-
nity. Slated for revitalization 
due to its location and high 
amount of pedestrian activity. 
8. Inner ring, which was pri-
marily residential but now con-
tains a mix of deteriorating 
and quality housing, service 
canrrercial, wholesale, office, 
institutional, light indust-
rial, and vacant land. 
The area to the east of the map 
is partially suburl.:an office 
use along College Street and 




The texture of the downto,.,n 
core today is very much the 
sarre as it was at this roan 
time. Several new structures 
have been constructed and urban 
reD2wal projects have greatly 
altered the northeastern edge 
of the area. Changes have been 
within the scale and spatial 
characteristics set up by the 
earlier streetcar days.The 
changes in the core include the 
construction of three major 
bank buildings between 
Pritchard Park and Pack Square, 
a new civic center and library 
done in the seventies located 
on Haywood Street, a 7 story 
parking lot constructed tlj' the 
municipal government, etc. The 
ciharacter 
changes created 1:¥ the 45 acre 
urban renewal site on the 
northeast pheriphery of the 
downto,.,n include two major 
hotels, nllllBrous office 
buildings and several . 
institutions. This zone of lCM 
density activity resembles a 
sub.lrlun office park and marks 
the end of the downtown. 
There has been a recent 
interest in restoring and 
rehabilitating the historic 
structures in the downte1NI1 
area. Attanpts to bring more 
retail and office activity have 
had mixed results but seem to 
be having an overall positive 
affect. Streetscape 
improvements are being done all 
over the core area- the 
downta.vn becx:rnes more and more 
attractive with the efforts of 
individuals and the city. 
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Revitalization plans for down-
town Asheville incltrle creating 
a perimeter loop to help reduce 
the through traffic in the cen-
tral core. Streets involved in-
cltrle Hilliard Avenl.E, linking 
Patton Avenl.E and C1larlotte 
Street, and Hiawassee Street, 
in the developnent oE a corri-
dor to the north of the core. 
Plans to improve parking oppor-
tunities for visitors, shop-
pers and employees in the down-
town area are included. More 
people oriented spaces will l::e 
created and utilized to link 
activities and buildings so 
that the pedestrian will l::e 
free fran the noise and fumes 
of vehicles. 
Extensive street planting, con-
sistant with what is currently 
l::eing done, will l::e carried 
throughout the downtCMn to 
carry the theme "Cool Green 
Asheville" further. Infill 
construction and redeveloµnent 
projects will l::e carefully 
planned to add to the spirit of 




The following criteria have 
been developed by the Nationa.l 
Institute of Corrections and 
the Nationa.l Sherriff's Asso-
ciation. They are designed to 
aid in the selection of a site 
that will be cost effective and 
mutually bereficial to the law 
enforcement agencies and the 
corrmuni ty. 
1. Proximity to Courthouse and 
Law Enforcement agencies within 
the area: for pretrial cases 
there is the freg~nt tnovement 
between the courthouse and the 
detention facility. Close 
proximity of these functions 
aids in the economics of 
manpower especially for follow 
up investigators, cruTE lab 
personrel, and evidence 
personnel who spend a great 
deal of tinE in court. The risk 
of escape is reduced with 
smaller travel distances.To cut 
down on personnel demands, a 
pedestrian link should not 
exceed 800 feet. 
2. Land OWnership: To reduce 
initial costs land utilized 
should be currently owned by 
the county/city. 
3. Prax:imity to arterial 
highway: for ea~ access the 
facility should not be rrore 
than ore half of a mile fran a 
major traffic artery. Law en-
for02ffient agencies create a 
great deal of traffic on a re-
gular l:asis; provice ingress 
and egress for the vehicles 
without traffic conflicts. 
4.0pportunity for future ex-
pansion: The site must allow 
for potential grONth consider-
ing the county/city grONth. 
5. Availabitlity of Services: 
A facility should be near the 
social services, hospitals, and 
the fire department. There 
should also be existing utility 
and sewer lines. 
6. Centrality to staff and 
visitors: The facility should 
be located in an area that is 
not remote to it's users. 
7. t-eighoorhood Acceptance: A 
new facility should not disturb 
existing land use patterns; it 
should not make eranies because 
of its location. 
8. Tor;ography and Soil 
considerations: The site should 
not be in a floc:rl prore area, 
and the soil should be of a 
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The general area under CX)nsi-
deration for the lcx:ation of 
the new City/County I.aw En-
for02ment Center is the land 
surrounding the City Building 
and the Courthouse which is 
c,,.med by the city or county 
/J 
governments. Masterplanning for 
this area in terms of addition-
al goverrmental needs and the 
provision of parking will be 
corrpleted as par.t of the pro-
ject. 
1 0 ·,c, 
SITE A: This triangular shaped 
site is located l:etween Valley 
Street and the New South 
Charlotte Street Extension. The 
land is currently ONned by the 
county and inclu3es an existing 
warehouse complex which until 
rerently housed a national 
rroving and storage carpany. A 
study has teen a:::mpleted ex-
ploring the possibility of con-
verting the facility into a new 
jail. Not enough spare is 
available to efficiently house 
all of the programrred activi-
ties. The warehouse is adap-
table enough for rehabilitation 
with its large unencuml:ered 
spares, but perhaps not as a 
law enforcement renter/jail 
l:ecause of the extensive 
changes that would l:e required. 
The building itself has only 
one attractive elevation while 
the other fares are rough and 
jagged displaying the stepped 
floor levels within. 
Major problems occur in r;espect 
to accessibility to the court-
house and major roads. Direct 
acress to the courthouse would 
not l:e simple. Valley Street is 
basically a dead end route with 
corrplica.ted mnrections back to 
South Charlotte Street l:eyond 
the southern point of the site. 
A rrore direct connection with 
South Charlotte Street along 
the east perimeter of the site 
would l:e difficult ceca.use of 
the radical elevation changes 
in the topography but major 
infill operations could remedy 
this situation. 
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SITE B: This site is between 
Valley Street and Marjorie 
Street. To the west the site is 
bounded by the existing govern-
rrental buildings. Presently 
located on the site along with 
sane city and county errployee 
parking is a single story 
structure inadequately housing 
the Buncombe County Planning 
Deparbnent, Public Works, 
Records Managerrent, and Sewer 
Deparbnent. This site offers 
the possibility of a direct 
link to the courthouse building 
for acCEss to the courts and 
magistrates. If this site is 
d1osen a solution to the court-
house's serious fire escape 
problem nay be incorporated in 
the facility design. This loca-
tion could be a method to link 
together the existing govern-
rrental activities within the 
imrrediate area. Traffic 
patterns on and around the site 
utilize the easy ac0=ss to 
College Street and South 
Charlotte Street. With such a 
site the building would have to 
address the public approach 
created from the City/County 
Plaza as well as create a 
solution to the steep grade 
changes. 
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SITE C: This site is located to 
the south of Patton Avent.E and 
Marjorie Street between Pack 
Square and the City/County 
Plaza.This site could inclu:le 
the building/land occupied bj 
the Asheville Police Deparbnent 
and the Fire Deparbnent, and 
extend east between Marjorie 
and Eagle Streets to Davidson 
Street. Visibilty fran the 
green spaces will be a major 
factor in this location. Access · 
to Patton Avent.E, College 
Street and Charlotte Street is 
good and without cx:mplications. 
The site is remote fran the 
Courthouse facilities but with-
in the 800 foot travel distanre 
mentioned in the site criteria. 
A tunnel could link the facili-
ties with little disturbanre in 
public activities on the plaza. 
Plans are in the works for a 
revitalization project for the 
block to the irnrrediate west of 
the site. The major thrust of 
the project is the renovation 
of an existing roc>vie theater 
into a performing arts renter. 
The plan also includes 140,000 
square feet of canrrercial and 
office functions as well as 
providing a parking garage 
which will provide 320 spaces, 
covering only o~ half of its 
parking needs. The sucress of 
such an undertaking may be 
hindered with an attenpt to 
locate a law enforcement 
center/detention facility so 
near bj. 51 
I Site B was eventually chosen 
through its <Xlllpliance with 
several of the facility 
location criteria: 
1) Proximity to the courthouse 
could allow a direct 
link l:etween the jail 
and the oourts. 
2) The land is o..med qf the 
city and oounty so 
that a joint proposal 
is possible. 
3) Street access to College and 
Charlotte Streets is 
possible through 
Valley Street. 
4) E:>q:ansion would l:e possible. 
5) W:11 drained site 
6) Nice views of Beaucatcher 
Mountain and the other 
governm2nt buildings. 
7) Possibility of City/County 
plaza extension; axis 
fran the rronurrent in 
Pack SqLE.re. 
8) High visibility fran the 
east. 
9) Possibility of using site 
· with others to form 
government core for 
city. 
The site also presents several 
challenges which incltrle its 
minimal exposure fran the City/ 
County Plaza, the strong edge 
or l::ackside effect of the two 
existing buildings, and the 
large elevation changes exper-
ienced over the site. 52 
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FOR DETAILED PRCGRAM SEE 
APPENDIX A. 
































































MASTERPLAN CONCEPTS TE L N Q n 
A Law Enforcement and Detention Center for Asheville, Buncombe County Spring as Rebecca M. Wiegman 
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a. Opcratioml areas 111us l: 
l:e .isolated fran public 
contact. 
b. Secondary 
exits/entrances should ~ 
locked at all times. Control 
all public traffic within the 
facility teginning with a 
secured interior lobl::rj. Provide 
only one clearly lighted and 
marked public entranre. 
c. Public rest.roans should 
te located on non load tearing 
exterior W:llls, away fran 
critical operations such as 
carunW1ications or control 
stations tecause they are often 
target areas for explosions. 
d. I.aw enforcement vehicle 
parking should te enclosed or 
fenred for security reasons. 
e. Provide illunination for 
grounds and parking areas. 
f. Proper placement of 
materials and equipnent within 
a building adds to the security 
of the building without 
increasing costs, i.e. records 
and canmunications should te 
located as close to the center 
of a building so that if 
explosives are placed on the 
exterior vital records and 
services would te less likely 
to te oostroyed. 
g. Window placement must te 
carefully planrEd. Vital 
operations areas cannot te 
placed in danger of possible 
snipers. Aclninistration, 
operational ca:rurands, 
multipurpose roans, etc. may 
have openings. 
h. Controlled access zones 
offer an alternative to staff 
rronitoring of the entire 
perirreter. Specific function 
areas or corrplete residential 
and program rocxlules may retain 
and serarate certain residents 
fran the general population 
over a pericrl of time. Activity 
flexibility is retained l::rj the 
controlled acress arrangenent. 
i. Security perimeter 
surrounded l::rj ancilliary 
functions such as 
administration, visiting, and 
other functions facilitate 
interaction with the public. 
This allows the free rrovernent 
of prisoners within a security 
edge and encourages 
i;articipation in programs and 
treatment. 
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concept consists of an undula-
ting security edge with certain 
program and support functions 
located at points along the 
edge. The edge is created by 
facility masses thanselves 
rather than by construction for 
security purposes only. The mix 
of hard and soft functions de-
creases the hostile character 
which a facility may otherwise 
present. 
~ 
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k. Individualized treabnent 
is the key to handling security 
requirements for the prisoner. 
Over-(X)ntrol is often the re-
sult of applying security 
measures without consideration 
of individual offenders needs. 
With the costs of security sky-
rocketing a range of security 
situations can be used to re-
place the tradi tioral rraximum 
security custody concepts and 
further encourage reorienta-





zation of the offender. Working 
in snall groups and with indi-
viduals can be the starting 
point. The majority of prison-
ers should l:e acccmrnodated in 
snall roans with outside views 
arranged in residential clus-
ters <X>ntaining not rrore than 
16 to 30 individual sleeping 
uni ts. These ideas must also be 
realistic in their demands upon 
manpower and safety for de-
tainees. 
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1. Segregate high security 
risk populations fran the 
general population. This group 
includes those with violent and 
assaultive behavior, juveniles, 
those with rrental problems ,etc. 
m. Allow for zone control 
to minimize the ne02ssity for 
observation tours. Staff should 
be located near the security 
risk population. 
n. Any area where a 
prisoner is left alon2 should 
be designed so that doors 
either slide or open outward to 
prevent tarricading. 
2. Image- The facility should 
fit in with other public 
buildings and with the 
neighl:orhood character. 
Interiors should be kept 
cx::>nsistent with construction 
and security re:quirements, 
partitions are to be kept to a 
minimum. Interiors should be 
m:xiern, imaginative, 
functiona.l, and flexible. 
Avt>id ~~&? Enu>umge 0n,1a)l Cravr-, 
.-n11 ... W~i 
3. Scale- large facilities 
necessitate administrative and 
management prOCEsses 
antithetical to the 
individualized treatment 
recognized as the key to 
behavioral change. These large 
facilities convey the 
atmosphere of anonymity, 
increasing feelings of 
powerlessness, m?aninglessness 
and isolation, and therefore 
should be avoided. Facilities 
YICK"n¥clive envivnnnurtf?J ~, +---)( .--~ 
mcd.u.~-
should keep their populations 
smaller than 400. Snaller 
facilties encourage integration 
within the C01M1unity as well as 
the capability of drawing upon 
carununity resour02s. 
Individual spaces should 
cx::>rrespond with their function, 
user and normalized 
environmental scBles. Create 
rrodules and units which the 
individual can identify with. 
9~ 
4. Noise- 'Ihis is a difficult 
issue to control. Attempts to 
dampen noise of steel and 
cxmcrete are necessary so as 
not to antagonize prisoners 
into irrational acts. 
5. Flexibility- Facilities 
must be able to aco:::roodate 
change and to rreet short and 
long term demands. 
6. canmuni ty- '!he canmuni ty is 
to be as involved as possible 
in helping "re- socialize" 
<:>ffenders so that they can te 
___ , 
integrated l::ack into the 
canmunity when released. 
Encourage a variety of contacts 
fran the nonnal world including 
visits fran family and friends, 
canmunity service agents 
(providing resources such as 
counseling,social service, 
rredical treatments, employment, 
family planning,etc. ), 
educational resources, and 
cx:immunity organizations/ groups 
(ethnic, cultural, religious, 
social, self-help, 
recreational,etc. ). In house or 
cxmmuni ty l::ased programs can te 
provided on a voluntary l::asis. 
i.e. school, religious, 
library, and rehabilitation. 
7. Envirorrnent- Recognize the 
basic needs of offenders or 
they will be hindered in their 
survival. Of fenders should be 
able to express their 
territorial ownership. An 
atmosphere of mutual trust and 
coq:,eration should be created. 
Basic needs and rights include 
security, privacy, health, self 
tetterment, and self · 
expression. 
Current rules of thumb estirrate 
400 i:quare feet per unit of in-
mate capacity to de t ermine the 
gross area including all roans, 
cormon spaces, and walls, for a 
detention facility. Leaner 
figures of 350 s.f. per unit 
might be possible given an ef-
ficient solution. 
The distinction must be made 
between imprisorment and deten-
tion. Those being held for 
arraigrrnent or trial have not 
been convicted and the refore 
•are not being punished: they 
are held pending trial to in-
sure their appearance or to 
protect the public. Jails are 
generally reserved for the 
punishment of misdemeanors and 
less serious offenses, for 
which sentences are shorter. 
One can stay at the Buncanbe 
County Jail for up to 180 days. 
A presumption of innocence in 
jail would seem to irrply a less 
harsh envirol11n:!nt than the 
prison counterparts. On the 
contrary, since considerations 
for rehabilitation and reinte-
gration for the m:,st part do 
not apply to jails, conditions 
are generally worse. Through a 
peculiar inversion of logic 
which assumes that the prison-
ers stay will be short, and 
that rehabilitation is either 
unnecessary (presumption of 
innocence) or unrealistic (not 
enough time) many of the aneni-
ties of prison are not re-
quired. A designer should be 
aware of this contradiction. 





Detention envirorments ffiUSL 
take precautions to be vandal-
proof, safe for personnel and 
other inmates, free fran places 
for hiding contrab:tnd, and 
impenetrable fran inside or 
OUt.J 
Reliability is essential in 
reguards to rrechanical and 
electrical services. An inter-
ruption in service can lead to 
a potentially disasterous 
situation in the possibly 
volatile envirorment of a de-
tention center. 
Piping, wiring, and fittings 
must be as secure as possible 
as well as as simple as 
possible. Prisoners must have 
control ove r their cell ligh-
ting, but this must be capable 
of being overridd:!n by the 
staff. 
Walls, floors, and roofs must 
resist inmate attack and fire, 
provide for sound deadening, 
and be easily maintained. Pre-
cast and poured in place con-
crete perform well under maxi-
mum security situations. The 
speed and mo<lularity of pre'cast 
make it more and more the popu-
' 
gulldl~~~ne~. 
lar choice. Block and mortar 
walls do not withstand the 
abuse of inmates well even when 
filled. Steel paneled prefabri-
cated units are often used but 
special attempts must be made 
to eliminate the accoustical 
problems that accanpany this 
system. 
Privacy for inmates is a con-
cern which has just cane into 
existence within the past few 
decades. It is an issue which 
is highly ranked among ACA 
standards. Solid wcxxl or steel 
doors equipped with view and 
access panels afford the best 
levels of privacy. But hinged 
swinging doors which are easier 
to maintain and less costly 
than sliding doors can be dan-
gerous when swung out in at-
tacks against guards or other 
inmates. 
The emphasis upon natural light 
partially brought on by the ACA 
standards has led to the 
greater use of transparent 
viewing panes. Much study has 
~en done in t~e area of gla-
zing systems with no single 
best answer being apparent. 
Glass-clad polycarbonate 
laminates respond well to the 
needs of fire and scratch 
resistanCE but t end to have 
short lifespans. Monolithic 
polycarbonate sheets have 
weaknesses under attack and 
f ire . 
1 r.n 
l:nhtu1ce, 
SPECIAL DETENI'ION C(l{PONENJ' 
DESIGN ISSUES: 
1. Administration- Separate 
and distinct administration · 
areas are needed for the law · 
enforcement center and the 
detention center. The 
administration acts as a link 
l:etween the public and 
respective agencies/ detention 
functions.Administrative 
Spaces- Consistent with the 
size of the facility provide 
space for administrative, 
professional, and clerical 
staff (conference roans, 
employee lounge, storage for 
records, public lobby and 
toilets). 
2. Intake/Booking and Release 
Area- Locate inside the 
security perimeter, but outside 
of the inmate housing quarters. 
The intake and release area 
should be separate fran public 
acCEss and circulation and 
should inoorporate: 
a. Security Vestibule or 
sallyport to control the 
passage between the secure and 
non-security areas. This 
includes pedestrian and 
vehicular entranCEs/exits 
adjacent to the intake area to 
facilitate transportation of 
inmates in and out of the 
facility. Provide a safe, 
secure entry seq~n~ with 





link to observQtion. Suspects 
should be searched for 
contral:and in a secure area. 
The search should be conducted 
so that the individual is 
hidden fran people not 
concerned with the process. 
Preserve "human dignity" by 
avoiding corridor strip 
searches. 
b. Temporary holding 
roan/CElls with sufficient 
fixed seating for all its rated 
rnpaci ty, to detain arrestees 
for up to 24 hours pending 
their release, transfer, or 
admission into the general 
housing areas. Provide operable 
toilets and washl:asins. Provide 
differientiated holding spa~s 
for various degrees of security 




c. Booking, fingerprinting, 
and photographing. 
d. Provide safe storage and 
cleaning facilities for 
clothing issuance and 
recieving. Shower for clean-up 
when ne02ssary and prior to 
admission. 
e. Space in which to conduct 
rredical examinations and strip 
searches in private. 
f. Space to conduct 
interviews and interrogation. 
g. telephone facilities 
3. Residential modules- there 
should be a sul:rlivision of the 
total housing area into 
snaller, more manageable and 
appropriate units or modules to 
enable separating the various 
classifications of inmates. 
Single cell occupancy types 
must have a minimum of 60 s.f. 
provided that occupants spend 
no more than 10 hours per day 
locked in; when a:mf inernent is 
of greater length provide 70 
s. f. of floor space. A l::ed must 
1::e located atove floor level ,a 
desk or writing surface and 
stool or chair must J::e 
provided. Hooks or a closet 
, must also l::e provided. Access 
. to a toilet atove floor level 
must l::e possible 24 hours a day 
without the supervision of 
staff, as well as access to a 
wash l:esin with hot and cold 
running water and drinking 
water. Showers may l::e reached 
with the assistance of staff. 
Daylight is required of all 
housing uni ts. 
Multiple occupancy rcx:ms in 
pretrial facilities should not 
house rrore than 18 individuals. 
Where dormitories are used in 
facilities for sentenced 
inmates the numl::er of occupants 
should not exceed 50 per rcx:m. 
Consideration should be 
given to acccmodating the 
occasional need of special 
purpose housing cells such as 
for administrative segregation 
and psychotic l::ehavior. 
Segregated roans should pennit 
ccmmunication with staff and 
other inmates and maintain an 
unobstructed view of all in-
mates in the unit. Total isola-
tion is not allowed. 
Males and females are to l::e 
separated toth visually and 
accoustically as soon as they 
enter the building. Housing 
quarters must pay particular 
attention to this criteria. 
Housing area cell blocks- must 
have a minimun of 2 identifi-
able exits to permit prorrpt 
evacuation of inmates and staff 
in the event of an ernergency. 
Exits should lead directly to 
hazard free areas where ade-
quate supervision could be pro-
vided. This rule also goes for 
other high density areas. 
Provide access to each housing 
unit through a security vesti-
bule large enough for a rredical 
stretcher. 
4. Control Stations- I.Dcate so 
that backup for circulating 
corrections officers can be 
quickly provided. The central 
location should have easy ac-
02ss and views of all areas .in-
clt.rling housing, activity 




Considered essential to the 
rrental health and aid in gene-
ral adjll5tment pnx:."ess for the 
prisoner. A wide range of ac- . 
tivities should be provided. 
Constructive activities are to 
be encouraged to raise self 
awareness. 
Activity Spaces should <X>nsider 
spatial, lighting, and acC'Ous-
tical needs of specific activi-
ties. Avoid direct relation-
ships between individual roans 
and activity spaces for a sense 
of transition and for acC'Ousti-
cal purposes. AllCM rrovement 
flCM between individual rCXJTis 
and activity spaces without 
unusual cenands on security 
supervision. 
a. Recreation/Quiet-
Reading and quiet game activi-
ties can take plac-e in the 
multipurpose area, dayrCXJTI, or 
individual areas so no special 
spac-e need be provided. Other 
possible activities incltrle 
arts and crafts. Each housing 
module shall have its a,.,n day-
roan which consists of ·at least 
35 square feet per inmate the 
calculation of which does not 
incltrle toilet/shower areas or 
paths of nonnal circulation 
existing in the spac-e. Dayrcx::ms 
mll5t be adjacent and accessible 
to sleeping areas. F.quip roans 
- - - - -
with tables, chairs; etc. Make 
the roan available for reading, 
writing, and table games. 
Circulation C'Orridors of 3 feet 
width should not be incltrled in 
canputing dayroan areas. 
b. Recreation/tbisy- Areas 
for television and noisy ac-
tivities should be located 
visually and acC'Oustically 
separate fran quiet activities 
and sleeping areas. 
c. Exercise Areas should be 
provided in facilities with 100 
or rrore capacity. Indoor and 
outdoor areas are to be a mini-
mun of 30' by 50' • Increase the 
size consistently with the in-
nate population and scheduling 
requirements. Indoor Recrea-
tion- Should be rrade available 
for daily use by prisoners. 
Spaces and activity suggestions 
include: a multipurpose spac-e 
for atheletic activities sudl 
as ba.sketba.11,jogging, volley-
ball, calisthenics, weight-
lifting, table tennis, table 
games, exercise rrachines, etc. 
and cultural activities (lec-
tures, movies, and drarra) and 
large rreeting spac-e; spac-e for 
equipnent storage; and access 
to restroans. 
d. Multipurpose Rcx::tns- at 
least one should be available 





for inmate activities such as 
religious services educatioral 
programs, or visiting. There 
should be equal opportunity for 
males and females to utilize 
facilities. Should be located 
rear circulation cores for easy 
access. Provide flexible space. 
5. Visiting-
a. Official Visits- Pre and 
post trial resident will have 
official visits fran CEfense 
OJunsel and allied persons. 
Facilities should include 
interview spaces where 
residents and attorneys can 
converse with reasona.ble degree 
of privacy. Feroale residents 
must have an observer while in 
OJnference with a male. Staff 
supervision should be provided 
with easy access to reception. 
b. Family visits/L<:M 
security?- Visiting areas 
should te located in ccmrron 
spaces tetween security and 
non-~surity zones. Create a 
nonthreatening atmosphere, 
informal. Provide staff 
supervision within the visiting 
area. Monitor overt conduct 
rather than the conversation. 
c. Family Visits/ High 
Security- This system allows a 
limited numter of visitations 
to te made at once. tb physical 
contact is allowed- only audio 
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8. laundry- Provide proper 
access to the intake area with 
storage for clothing and 
redding. Work areas should te 
securely located so that 
trustees can do the \',,Urk with 
little supervision. 
9. Crnunissary- provide acCEss 
to c:elivery areas. The 
naterials stored here nay te 
purchased by inrrates frCll\. 
within their cell by placing a 
reqoost. 
unreliev@ -
~ + 7' r-
e>'p:oure 
.. r 




10. Storage- Provide space for 
the secure storage of chemical 
agents, restraining devices and 
related security equiµnent to 
re rrade readily available to 
authorized personnel. 
ll. Corridors- Long corridors 
should te avoided unless releif 
is provided. larger spaces 
created along the line of 
rrov600nt develop into 
activity zones for leisure or 
unstructured activity. Make 
alla.vances for supervision. 
12. M:!chanical- Systems should 
re separate for law enforcement 
and c:etention facilities with 
l:ack up systens provided for 
both. Ventilation, air 
conditioning and other 
rrechanical systems to a 
building should re located in 
areas inaccessible to the 
public. Roof installatidn of 
such equiµnent is prorably 
test. Electrical and plunbing 
should te designed for · 
expansion at minimal costs. 
Plunbing in the detention areas 
should have independent access 
so that rraintainence and 
emergency service can occur 
safely and without contact with 
prisoners. 
13. Handicapped Considerations-
Make provisions for handicapped 
inmates, visitors, and 
eroployees. 
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